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What is Open Source?
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What is Open Source?3

Internet = Open Source (mostly)

Source: Publicly available information



How is Open Source defined?4

Definition

• Anyone can download, review, edit and use the
software’s code base which is available publicly, usually
on one of the codebase repositories and version
management platforms, such as GitHub. Anyone can use
the code base in accordance with its (usually very
permissive) relevant license. Some of the most popular
licenses are the GNU and MIT licenses.

• The contributions to the codebase of the general public
are usually managed by a committee consisting of the
most active members of the community who review the
so-called ‘pull requests’ and dictate the project’s
roadmap.

Key criteria

✓ Free redistribution
✓ Source code availability
✓ Derived works permitted
✓ Integrity of author’s source code
✓ No discrimination against persons or groups
✓ No discrimination against fields of endeavor
✓ Same distribution license
✓ License not specific to a product
✓ License must not restrict other software
✓ License must be technology neutral

Characteristics of Open Source

Source: Notion Research



What’s the story?5

A brief walk through history

Past Present

1911: Henry Ford 
• Ford’s Motor Vehicle 

Manufacturers Association 
was one of the first open 
source initiatives

• It witnessed major US auto 
manufacturers sharing 
technology patents openly 
without seeking any 
monetary benefits in 
return

1983: Richard 
Stallman
• Stallman launched 

a GNU project to 
write a complete 
operating system, 
free from 
constraints on use 
of its source code

1993: Linux 
• Linus Torvalds released Linux Kernel as 

freely modifiable code
• Later, Torvalds re-licensed the project 

under a GNU license
• In 1990 / early 2000’s, various customised

Linux operating systems were created 
with Ubuntu being the most adoptive one

• As of today, 95% of the servers that run 
the world's top 1 million domains are 
powered by Linux

1997: “The Cathedral and the 
Bazaar”
• Raymond published a paper on 

hacker communities and free 
software principles

• This was the major contributing 
factor in making Netscape 
internet suite a free software

• Today, this is the codebase for 
Mozilla Firefox and Thunderbird

1999: Sun 
Microsystems
• Sun Microsystems 

released StarOffice
(office suite) as free 
software under GNU 
licence

• The free software 
was renamed 
OpenOffice.org later

2003: WordPress
• WordPress first 

appeared in 2003 as a 
joint effort between 
Matt Mullenweg and 
Mike Little to create a 
fork of b2 - its precursor

• As of today, WordPress 
powers 30% of the web

2004: MySQL
• MySQL was created by a Swedish company, 

MySQL AB, founded by David Axmark, Allan 
Larsson and Michael "Monty" Widenius

• It was initially created for personal usage 
from mSQL based on the low-level language 
ISAM, which the creators considered too 
slow and inflexible

• As of today, approximately 22% of the web’s 
databases are still estimated to be MySQL

2005: Google / Android 
• In July 2005, Google acquired 

Android Inc, an open source 
mobile phone operating system 
based on a modified version of 
the Linux kernel  for ~ $50 million

• Android accounted for around 86 
percent of all smartphone sales 
to end users worldwide in the 
beginning of 2019

Source: Publicly available information

https://hostingtribunal.com/blog/linux-statistics/#:~:text=In%202018%2C%20Linux%20ran%20on,domains%20are%20powered%20by%20Linux.
https://venturebeat.com/2018/03/05/wordpress-now-powers-30-of-websites/#:~:text=WordPress%20now%20powers%2030%20percent,web%20technology%20survey%20firm%20W3Techs.&text=This%20represents%20a%205%20percentage,percent%20mark%20in%20November%202015.
https://scalegrid.io/blog/2019-database-trends-sql-vs-nosql-top-databases-single-vs-multiple-database-use/
https://www.idc.com/promo/smartphone-market-share/os


What are the biggest Open Source success stories?6

Open source success stories (exit post 2015)1

Private Unicorns IPOs M&A >$300m

2019 – US – Acquired by IBM for $34bn

2018 – US – Acquired by Salesforce for $6.5bn

2018 – Netherlands/US – IPO at $4.9bn valuation

2018 – Germany – Acquired by EQT for $2.5bn

2018 – US – Acquired by Adobe for $1.7bn2014 – US – IPO at $1.1bn valuation22019 – US – $381m Series D from Salesforce

2020 – Ukraine/US – Gearing for $2.75bn IPO 2020 – US – Acquired by Vista Equity for $1bn

2018 – US – Acquired by Microsoft for $7.5bn

Notes: 1) With the exception of Hortonworks; 2) In Jan-2019, Cloudera and Hortonworks finalised their $5.2bn all-stock merger and are since trading under the Cloudera brand

2017 – US – IPO at $2.3bn valuation

2017 – US – IPO at $1.6bn valuation

2020 – Israel/US – IPO at $3.3bn valuation

2020 – US – $87m Series D from Altimeter, Bond

2020 – US – $175m Series E from Franklin Templeton

2020 – US – $250m Series E from Coatue

2020 – Norway/US – $94m Series E from Riverwood

2019 – US – $400m Series F from a16z



How did we get here?
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How did Open Source evolve as a commercial model?8

3 waves of innovation…

Past Present1970 – 1990

Open Source 0.0
Free Software

GNU & BSD licences

Open Source 1.0
Support, Training,

Professional Services

Open Source 2.0
Open Core

1990 – 2005

• Over the decades OSS evolved from being a counterculture movement to being a business model

• In the early 2000s, open source businesses started to evolve from professional services organisations selling support to SaaS with business models 

involving managed hosting and open core thus entering the hyperscale phase

Source: a16z Blog; Peter Levine; Open Source: From Community to Commercialisation

Open Source 3.0
Managed Cloud

Saas

Since 2005 – Present 



How did Open Source evolve as a commercial model?9

…pathing the way for OSS…

• Initially, OS projects were merely a counter movement against large closed-sources players like Microsoft / Oracle / SAP

• Forward-thinking developers teamed up and started building components (mostly operating systems and databases)

• Example:           and                  emerged

• The 1st wave of innovation came in the format of EP-level support & service:

• While the business model itself might appear less scalable, the market size for OS & databases was large enough to support big 
outcomes

• Example: built a huge business on top of Linux – however, until the early 2010s, investors were slightly skeptical 
about OSS and Red Hat was regarded as a snowflake / outlier1

• The 2nd wave arose from 2 key factors: 

• First, software development happened increasingly within existing companies (vs. wide communities)2

• Second, new revenue models emerged, where only certain elements of the software code were shared as a freemium model, while 
other elements could be added through a paid-for license

• Example:                            and                    quickly grew into large-scale businesses due to their focus on EP-level paying 
customers

• The 3rd wave (see next page) – “Open Source is now on fleek”3

Source: 1) Ari Helgason; 2) Pierre Burgy; 3) Alexis Richardson; Techcrunch; publicly available information

https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/12/how-open-source-software-took-over-the-world/


How did Open Source evolve as a commercial model?10

… as dominant business model today 

• The 3rd wave arrived as a response to the challenges experienced during the previous waves: 

✓ Open Source software is now fully developed within existing businesses with the large majority of the code being produced by 
employees – “the playbook has been written”1 / “VC’s today have an OS playbook”2

✓ Software is provided as cloud service right away2 and OSS is bundled with licenses and offered as SaaS product3

• Examples:                        Cloud,                    Cloud,                     Cloud,                          Atlast

Type4 Market
size

Innovation 
Velocity

Cloud First AOV
Market 

elasticity
Customer 

Lock-in
Development 

costs
CAC LTV

Business 
Value

Level of control

Closed source PPP P P PPP P PPP   PPP P P

Open Source (1st wave) P PPP P P PPP none   P PP PPP

Open Source (3rd wave) PPP PPP PPP PP PPP P   PPP PPP PPP

• So why does that matter? 

✓ High business value – The latest wave has given rise to the highest business value observed so far, due to a huge market size, high 
innovation velocity and a cloud-first approach, combined with relatively high AOVs, high market elasticity with limited customer
lock-in and medium-level development costs; overall resulting in very healthy LTV / CAC ratios today

✓ High level of control – In this time and age, where ‘software is eating the world’, corporates are afraid to lose control over 
information and the code that runs their firm; they prefer not to rely on a single entity – what if the closed-source software 
company goes out of business? By using open source and decentralised software, enterprises re-gain a certain perception of control

Source: 1) Ari Helgason; 2) Pierre Burgy; 3) Augusto Marietti; 4) Techcrunch, publicly available information

https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/12/how-open-source-software-took-over-the-world/


What makes Open Source so interesting?
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What makes OSS companies so interesting? 12

Big exits & large funding rounds

• VCs have by now witnessed impressive OSS exits

✓ These exits were demonstrating that OSS startups can achieve truly outsized returns, which led VCs to become increasingly excited about the 
potential upsides of open source software companies and fuel funding into new emerging technologies

✓ Large IPOs & M&A transactions of OSS are no longer coming as a surprise to the ecosystem1

• Acquisitions – Examples:                        $7.5bn acquisition of                     /                     $6.5bn acquisition of

• IPOs – Examples:               $3.3bn IPO /                   $4.9bn IPO

✓ In addition to these ‘realized’ exists, there is a strong pipeline of OSS businesses that could reach Billion-Dollar valuations in the coming 
years, and have already reached unicorn in their latest private funding round (>$1bn valuation)

✓ Even early-stage OSS companies can have very high acquisitive values today

Source: 1) Alexis Richardson; 2) Pierre Burgy; 3) Augusto Marietti; Notion Research

• So why does that matter? 

✓ Big success stories = more capital – With large OSS exits (IPOs / M&A) and late-stage funding rounds (at huge PMVs), VCs across the globe 
are realizing how much potential upside investing into OSS companies can bring

✓ Europe’s awakening – While in the last decade, most OSS success stories were written in the US by US funds, European VCs are quickly 
closing the gap today and are more open than ever to invest into (European) OSS companies2/3



What makes OSS companies so interesting? 13

Importance of the community

• Without a doubt, an OS community can have a massive influence on the success of the OS project; this is mostly due to:

✓ Their curiosity and openness to try new products and solutions 

✓ Their active role in the development of the product itself and ongoing feedback loops 

✓ Their power to promote the best solutions in their eyes to their networks, and resulting ability to create virality effects1/2

• However, there is a second factor to the community, that is sometimes overlooked, which is their ongoing support3: 

✓ Their engrained role as ‘product manager’, who identifies potential flaws and pushes for improvements; the product development relies on 
the community to comment on their experience on i.e. GitHub and community threads

✓ Their role as ‘trouble shooting agent’, who responds to questions in the community about the product, repeatedly tests the solution and its 
updated versions and provides feedback

• So why does that matter? 

✓ Lower R&D costs – With OSS companies being developed ‘on the ground’ and through the input and support from the community, R&D costs 
are only a fraction of closed-source companies; additionally, the ongoing support provided by the community eliminates the need for 
customer success teams 

✓ Better Product-Market-Fit – Due to the ongoing feedback cycle, the crowd is effectively able to ‘guide’ the product development towards 
their strongest pain points, which in turn helps OSS companies to find their right PMF more quickly 

✓ Public signals giving comfort at the early stages – With developers providing feedback on hacker forums, at meetups, through tutorials1 and 
GitHub stars / forks, VCs are able to get a feel for metrics, even before OSS companies have started to monetise the solution 

Source: 1) Pierre Burgy; 2) Christian Resch; 3) Techcrunch; publicly available information; Notion Research

https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/12/how-open-source-software-took-over-the-world/


What makes OSS companies so interesting? 14

Importance of the developer

• The shift towards OS also means a shift of purchasing power – away from the IT departments toward developers1

✓ Historically, closed-sourced software was predominantly sold to the IT departments of a corporate

✓ With OS however, developers have the final say about which software products they want to try, engage with and integrate into their own 
projects; purchasing decisions are hence made on the developer level, rather than the IT team / C-level 

• From here, a ‘perpetual usage cycle’ starts 

✓ In every instance where a developer bases (part of) their new project on an existing OS code, the underlying code is repeated for different 
‘end products’, i.e. the new project is being developed, integrated and then released – containing a piece of the original OS

✓ As soon as the new product gets adopted, it might spark the interest of another developer (community), who again uses part of the original 
and the new code and may develop further products on top of it 

Source: 1) Techcrunch; 2) Pierre Burgy; 3) Christian Resch; publicly available information; Notion Research

• So why does that matter? 

✓ Contributions from the “smartest kids in the room”2 – Literally any market participant could join an open source community; the resulting 
heterogenous pool of talented individuals offers unique perspectives and ideas

✓ Clear GTM/ distribution strategies3 – OSS companies are able to penetrate and access networks of developers easily; as developers are 
consistently keen on using new tools, OSS companies can win new customers (developers) at very low S&M cost (“OSS as lead generator”3)

✓ High-growth – Once a solution has become popular, the virality effect kicks in, allowing OSS companies to achieve exponential adoption rates

✓ Fast paced – With the rise of instant delivery, software companies need to be able to provide frequent updates; the open source community 
is leading this way; i.e. Linux has provided new releases in far shorter times frames than any closed-source provider

https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/12/how-open-source-software-took-over-the-world/


What makes OSS companies so interesting? 15

Ability to monetize

• Most OSS founders don’t start building companies with the end-goal of monetisation1

✓ The large majority of founders are genuinely passionate about providing solutions to problems (that they have experienced as developers) 
and making them available to the public for altruistic reasons2

✓ By solving a genuine pain point, they find their PMF and – if the pain point is large enough – the demand for their solution can grow quickly 
from within and without any support functions / customisation through additional features 

✓ However, Enterprise customers are complex in nature and tend to require support and dedicated assistance; they also want assurances 
around the software longevity and security standards – and are willing to pay for this ‘commercial support’

• Today, a number of monetization strategies exist, with one of the most popular being the Open Core model

• A slightly more recent monetization strategy is the corporate-sponsored project3

Source: 1) Ari Helgason; 2) Christian Resch; 3) CBInsights; Notion Research

• So why does that matter? 

✓ Revenues = Returns – A clear path to monetisation is directly linked with a company’s economic success and hence with a VC’s return profile; 
when OSS companies get the balance right between ‘free’ and pay-for additional feature, the upsell potential can be huge

✓ Various monetization strategies = flexibility – As more and more monetization strategies are developed, understood and market-accepted, 
OSS companies benefit from the respective flexibility, i.e. by being able to chose the ‘degree of openness’ in Open Core models, OSS 
companies are able to finetune / re-adjust the balance between ‘free’ and ‘pay-for’ over time2

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/future-open-source/


What makes OSS companies so interesting? 16

OSS Business Model

• The OSS business model enables massive and rapid adoption rates1

✓ It’s undeniable that closed-source companies are typically capitalizing on higher AOVs / higher prices per unit, as customers have a tendency 
to refuse paying the same amount for an OSS solution that is ‘free’ in its core 

✓ However, OSS companies are able to use market elasticity in their favour – lower prices per unit tend to come hand in hand with more 
potential paying customers – which not only compensates for the lower unit prices, but also increases the level and speed of adoption 

• The OSS business model is an ideal basis for virality

✓ Sales cycles for closed-source solutions are notoriously long and their GTM strategy is key to winning new license customers; a classic sales 
process involves a Sales & Marketing team, a POC, Account executives etc. 

✓ Instead, OSS customers adopt the solution through community referrals, and become ‘customers’ of an OSS without having to make a formal 
decision / any type of payment; once the customer has implemented the solution into their own project and fully appreciates its value, they 
are open to consider paying for additional relevant features; this results in much shorter sales cycles / payback periods (3-6 months) 

Source: 1) Techcrunch; publicly available information, Notion Research

• So why does that matter? 

✓ Very cash efficient / low burn rates – OSS companies don’t require a big S&M team, have shorter sales cycles / payback periods

✓ Low dilution – Highly cash efficient businesses can grow at a high pace, without the need to raise huge amounts of outside funding; this 
pattern has a major advantage for stakeholders, as they face lower levels of dilution

https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/12/how-open-source-software-took-over-the-world/


Are there different Business Models?
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What are the different business models?18

A brief overview

Business models

• Modern open-source software is characterized by code 
that is written largely by employees of the start-up itself 
(as opposed to open source contributed) and offered as a 
cloud service early on. In a sense, these offerings 
combine the Hosting, Open Core and Hybrid Licensing 
business model characteristics1. 

5 key business models

Ajay Kulkarni (Timescale CEO & Co-Founder) wrote a great 
overview of the business models for OSS, which are 
summarised here:

• Support (slide 19)

• Restrictive licensing (slide 20)

• Hosting (slide 21)

• Open Core (slide 22)

• Hybrid licensing (slide 23)

Established

New

Source: 1) Techcrunch; Notion Research

Quote by Matthew Hodgson

“As the time goes on businesses are getting more 
comfortable with open source and realise it's an asset. 
Occasionally you find people who are afraid, but it's 
increasingly rarer. Businesses see the community and 
vibrancy as a benefit. No vendor lock-in either.” 

https://blog.timescale.com/blog/how-open-source-software-makes-money-time-series-database-f3e4be409467/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/01/12/how-open-source-software-took-over-the-world/


What are the different business models?19

Business Model 1 – Support

Support1

• The software is ‘free’ to use but commercial deployment, integration, training, bug fixes, certified binaries, etc. are charged for

• Examples: 

Pro / Cons

✓ Deep integration with the customer

 Deployment/integration is not scalable due to manual work and lack of repeatability across other customers
 Deployment/integration could compete with services partners (e.g., Accenture, IBM) that could help new users
 Bug fixes create misalignment of incentives as making the product easier to use, cannibalizes the support revenue
 It is difficult to find paying customers as only those that rely on the project for mission critical systems are willing to pay for 

support. Yet, those that do rely heavily on the project will naturally invest their own engineering efforts over time to understand 
the project, reducing the need for external support

Source: 1) Timescale

https://blog.timescale.com/blog/how-open-source-software-makes-money-time-series-database-f3e4be409467/


What are the different business models?20

Business Model 2 – Restrictive Licensing

Restrictive Licensing1

• Open-source license with onerous terms, such that when used in production, the customer is incentivised to strike a commercial 
deal with the vendor

• Example: 

Pro / Cons

 Hurts adoption
 Might contain ambiguous language that might or might not hold up in courts

Source: 1) Timescale

https://blog.timescale.com/blog/how-open-source-software-makes-money-time-series-database-f3e4be409467/


What are the different business models?21

Business Model 3 – Hosting

Hosting1

• Offer a full-managed version of the project (i.e. taking care of backups, upgrades, back-ups)

• Examples: 

Pro / Cons

✓ Gross margins better than the support model

 Hosting has been used by public cloud providers (e.g. AWS) to monetise open-source projects without giving back to the 
community, which has led to complaints

 Charging for hosting could be limited to the equivalent of bringing developers in-house or might get commoditized as middleware 
hosting layers are established (e.g. Qovery)

Source: 1) Timescale

https://www.qovery.com/
https://blog.timescale.com/blog/how-open-source-software-makes-money-time-series-database-f3e4be409467/


What are the different business models?22

Business Model 4 – Open Core

Open Core1

• Most of the code base is open-source, but a smaller part is proprietary for use in production or in the enterprise; the proprietary 
portion may be packaged into separate plug-ins/modules that interface with the open-source base, or could be distributed in a 
forked version of the open-source base

• Examples: 

Pro / Cons

✓ Fits near-all use cases 
✓ Allows for effective monetization of more heavy users or those that like to use specific features

 It is difficult to optimize the balance between the quantity and value of open-source vs. proprietary features. “Open core done 
badly can leave people with bad taste. GitLab is example of it being good. Mattermost is an example of it being bad.” Matthew 
Hodgson, Element

 Tricky to separate the open-source from proprietary features in code and maintaining two different code bases
 Often engineers prefer to work on the open-source repo instead of the proprietary repo 

Source: 1) Timescale

https://blog.timescale.com/blog/how-open-source-software-makes-money-time-series-database-f3e4be409467/


What are the different business models?23

Business Model 5 – Hybrid Licensing

Hybrid Licensing1

• Placing open-source and proprietary software in the same repository; the proprietary software as part of the whole code base can
be unlocked by purchasing a license key

• Examples: 

Pro / Cons

✓ Identical to open core plus: 
✓ Everything in the same code base
✓ Upgrade users from free to paid without downtime or interaction with a salesperson
✓ Allows community members to contribute to proprietary features using the same workflow they use for open-source features 

 Limitations around balancing the quantity and value of open-source vs. proprietary features

Source: 1) Timescale

https://blog.timescale.com/blog/how-open-source-software-makes-money-time-series-database-f3e4be409467/


What are the different business models?24

Business Model 6 – Combinations of Open Core/Hybrid Licensing

Model Tiny Small Medium Large

Definition
90% OSS core 

10% closed 'crust'
70% OSS core 

30% closed 'crust'
50% OSS core

50% closed 'crust'
100% OSS core

50% closed 'crust'

Productisation
Light commercial (closed) add-ons 
/ plug-ins that slot on top of core 

without disruption

Medium commercial bits that 
extend / embed the core usually 

requiring clean install paths

Heavy commercial bits (closed) 
wrapped around core that almost 
always entail time-bound / limited 

trial versions and license 
management

Almost always 100% closed 
products fundamentally based on 

an OSS project and commonly 
materialising as a SaaS service

Delivery model Usually on-premise
Mostly on-premise / sometimes 

hosted
Both on-premise and hosted Usually *aaS / hosted

Commercial fixes upstreamed? Always Sometimes Seldom Rarely

User control Maximum Medium Low Minimum

Code base Usually single Dual, but single sometimes works Dual / coordinated Dual / totally distinct

Examples

• Start-ups often use a combination of the different business models described prior
• In balancing the open-sourced and proprietary features, this gives rise to different degrees of openness1

Source: 1) Joseph Jacks

https://coss.media/open-core-definition-examples-tradeoffs/


How does the VC landscape look?
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What are the most prominent global VC investments?26

Top 20 Global Open Source VC Investments (companies founded post 2005)

Company Founded Geography Total raised Last round Date Series Investors include

Cloudera 2008 US $1,000m $740m 31-Mar-14 Series F Intel, Accel, Ignition, Meritech

Databricks 2013 US $897m $400m 22-Oct-19 Series F A16z, Tiger Global, NEA

Automattic 2005 US $571m $381m 26-Dec-19 Series D Salesforce Ventures, Insight, ICONIQ

Confluent 2014 US $456m $250m 21-Apr-20 Series E Coatue, Sequoia, Benchmark, Index

GitLab 2014 UKR / NL $436m $268m 12-Sep-19 Series E GS, GS Growth, ICONIQ, GV

DataRobot 2012 US $431m $206m 17-Sep-19 Series E Sapphire Ventures

GitHub 2008 US $350m $250m 29-Jul-15 Series B Sequoia, a16z

HashiCorp 2012 US $349m $175m 16-Mar-20 Series E Franklin Templeton, IVP, GGV, Redpoint

Docker 2010 FRA / US $315m $35m 13-Nov-19 Late Stage Insight, Benchmark

Mongo DB 2007 US $311m $80m 09-Jan-15 Series F GS, Altimeter, NEA, Sequoia

Magento 2008 US $273m $250m 04-Jan-17 Late Stage Hillhouse Capita, eBay

Mulesoft 2006 US $259m $128m 19-May-15 Series G Salesforce Ventures, Meritech, NEA, Sapphire 

Couchbase 2009 US $251m $105m 21-May-20 Series G GPI Capital, Accel, Adams Street

Hortonworks 2011 US $248m $150m 24-Jul-14 Series D BlackRock, Passport Capital, Index

RedisLabs 2011 ISR $247m $100m 25-Aug-20 Series F Bain Capital Ventures, TCV, GS

ForgeRock 2010 NOR / US $234m $94m 21-Apr-20 Series E Riverwood, KKR, Accel, Meritech

JFrog 2010 ISR / US $226m $165m 04-Oct-18 Series D Insight, Dell Technologies 

Cockroach Labs 2015 US $195m $87m 05-May-20 Series D Altimeter, Bond, Redpoint, Index, Benchmark

Sysdig 2013 US $192m $70m 22-Jan-20 Series E Insight, Accel, Bain Cap. Ventures

Acquia 2007 US $174m $55m 28-Sep-15 Series G Centerview, Amazon, NEA, Investor Growth

Source: Crunchbase; Pitchbook; publicly available news



What are the most prominent European VC investments?27

Top 20 Open Source Investments with a European angle (companies founded post 2005)

Company Founded Geography Total raised Last round Date Series Investors include

GitLab 2014 UKR / US $436m $268m 12-Sep-19 Series E GS, GS Growth, ICONIQ, GV, August Capital

Docker 2010 FRA / US $315m $35m 13-Nov-19 Late Stage Insight, Benchmark, Greylock Partners

RedisLabs 2011 ISR $247m $100m 25-Aug-20 Series F Bain Capital Ventures, TCV, GS

ForgeRock 2010 NOR / US $234m $94m 21-Apr-20 Series E Riverwood, KKR, Accel, Meritech

JFrog 2010 ISR / US $226m $165m 04-Oct-18 Series D Insight, Dell Technologies 

Kaltura 2006 ISR $166m $50m 08-Aug-16 Series F GS, Sapphire, Nexus Ventures, Avalon

Elastic 2012 NLD / US $162m $58m 01-Jul-16 Series D NEA, Index, Benchmark

MariaDB 2014 FIN $123m $25m 09-Jul-20 Series C Alibaba, Intel, Smart Fin

odoo 2005 BEL $104m $90m 17-Dec-19 Late Stage Sofinnova, SRIW, XAnge

Akeneo 2012 FRA $61m $46m 12-Sep-19 Series C Summit, Salesforce Ventures, Partech 

Aiven 2016 FIN $49m $39m 16-Jan-20 Series B IVP, Draper Esprit, Earlybird

Platform.sh 2010 FRA $47m $34m 23-May-18 Series C Partech, Open Ocean, Alven

RASA 2016 GER $40m $26m 23-Jun-20 Series B A16z, Accel, Mango Capital, Basis Set Ventures

Framer 2013 NDL $33m $24m 11-Nov-18 Series B Accel, Atomico, Foundation Capital

EclecticIQ 2014 NDL $23m $16m 09-Nov-17 Series B Keen Venture Partners

Weaveworks 2014 UK $20m $15m 11-May-16 Series B GV, Accel 

Hugging Face 2016 FRA / US $20m $15m 17-Dec-19 Series A Lux Capital, Thirty Five Ventures

Arango 2014 GER $19m $10m 14-Mar-19 Series A Bow Capital, Target Partners

Matrix 2017 UK $18m $5m 21-May-20 Series A Notion, Dawn, First Minute

Traefik Labs 2016 FRA $14m $10m 13-Jan-20 Series A Balderton, Elaia

Source: Crunchbase; Pitchbook; publicly available news



Who are the early backers of European OSS companies? 28

Top 20 Open Source Investors into European Open Source companies

Source: Crunchbase; Pitchbook; publicly available information; Notion Research
*) Open Ocean is backed by MySQL & MariaDB co-founder Michael “Monty” Widenius

* *



Which categories are heating up?29

Established players (global) vs. Notion’s Open Source Heatmap (Europe)

Model Established players (Global) Notion’s Open Source Heatmap (Europe)

DevOp Tools

API Management

Infrastructure

Database Programming

Security

Business Process Management

Commerce

Data Management

Source: Notion Research



How to assess and support Open Source companies?
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Evaluation method 1 – Common Indicators

Source: 1) Patrik Backman; 2) Micha Hernandez van Leuffen; 3) Dominik Tobschall; 4) Max Eusterbrock; 5) Devops.com

Open source models tend to be more successful when start-ups demonstrate the following indicators:

• Market & Structure

✓ Compete against a large and slow-moving competitor

✓ Have IP rights retained by Ltd/C-corporation they established to commercialize the project

✓ Create a large user base and community (organic pull) through direct engagement (no intermediaries) before monetising1

• Product

✓ Understand the end use cases (talk to customers as use cases are closed source2) and clear documentation with use cases online

✓ Offer an infrastructure solution with further user adoption driven through stickiness – interface layer, data embedding, workflows and 
vertical solutions2/3

✓ Potentially, closed source companies could transition to OSS through an open sourced marketplace, hosting OSS applications on top of the 
closed core (e.g. GitHub)4

• Customers

✓ Target customers for whom access to the source code is important but whom are not highly reliant on security (due to distributed
development, lack of quality standards for OSS and open discussions of vulnerability)5. Although this perspective is changing as OSS has faster 
and higher quality fixes than closed source software1/3

✓ Target customers who are sophisticated developers that want to touch the infrastructure and source code4

https://devops.com/5-best-practices-for-managing-open-source-components/,


Measures:
- # of downloads
- # of clones / # of forks
- # of company vs. non-company members
- Time from code contribution to commits
- Time from bug report to bug fix

What are the different evaluation methods?

Evaluation method 2 – Commercial Funnel1

AWARENESS & INTEREST
Project-Community Fit

Persona: Developers

EVALUATION & INTENT
Product-Market Fit

Persona: Users

PURCHASE & EXPANSION
Value-Market Fit

Persona: Buyers

• Developer marketing – Network of 

passionate tech experts that drive Word of 

Mouth and see a growing the delta of users 

that don’t come indirect

• Transparent communication – Decide on 

public or closed product roadmap

• Analytics for growth – KPI tracking in place

• Outbound Marketing – Market insights /  

segmentation from inbound funnel

• SDRs in place – To understand commercial 

use

• Filtering leads – Company (enterprise 

projects) vs non-company members (hobby 

projects); i.e. “Would the user pay if the 

project is otherwise taken away?”2

• Self Serve – Bottom-up user adoption in 

single department/part of the enterprise)

• Sales-Serve – Top down sales motion to 

expand account across the enterprise

• Common Failures 

• (1) User doesn’t lead to a buyer

• (2) Growth falls behind enterprise sales

• (3) Commercial offering kills developer 

credibility

Source: 1) a16z blog; 2) Max Eusterbrock; 3) As described on OpenSource.com: The V-index denotes the maximum number of first-order downstream dependencies that themselves have at least an equal 
number of second-order downstream dependencies

Measures:
- # of contributors
- # of commits per contributor
- # of opened issues / pull requests
- V-index3

Measures:
- # of visitors
- # of unique visitors
- GitHub Stars 
- Would the user be upset if the project was 

taken away?2

32

https://a16z.com/2019/10/04/commercializing-open-source/
https://opensource.com/article/18/5/metrics-project-success
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Evaluation method 3 – GitHub Stars, Forks and Contributors
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• Considering the 20 fastest growing OSS start-ups in Q2 ‘20, 16 of them have 4-10k stars and are growing these 58%+ YoY. They have obtained 

on average $12.6m funding and median of $5.8m funding. However momentum could have been gained through fundraising 

announcements1.

• The level of users and growth rates needed for VC investment differ per business model and stage. The trajectory showing visible buzz is 

always important2

Source: 1) Runa Capital; 2) Patrik Backman

https://medium.com/runacapital/open-source-growth-benchmarks-and-the-20-fastest-growing-oss-startups-d3556a669fe6


Product-Market-Fit Building

• Role 2 – Community/Solutions Architect – Technical but 
social role to be measured on community nurturing to 
adoption1,2

• Role 3 – Sales – Technical but social role to be measured on 
subscription revenue signed up1,2

• Role 4 – Quality Control – Technical role that balances 
merging community contributions quickly (at risk of creating 
bugs that need time to fix) and creating a high bar for 
contribution (that might hurt community participation)3

• Software quality metrics – Use both open source activity 
metrics as well as traditional software engineering metrics 
(e.g. code coverage, open/close rates, etc.) to ensure both 
productivity and product quality

How to support OSS companies post-investment?34

Community & Product-Market-Fit Building includes 4 key roles 

Community Building

• Role 1 – Communicative Engineer/Product Manager – This 
person conducts conversations with end customers (e.g. 
corporates) to establish a directional roadmap2

• Community Understanding – NLP usage can determine the 
sentiment as a quality metric aside the number of 
interactions

• Transparency – Shortens the feedback loop and makes it 
easier to navigate mistakes with the community

Source: 1) Patrik Backman; 2) Micha Hernandez van Leuffen; 3) Max Eusterbrock



Experiences & Expertise

How can Notion help your company?35

Notion will be able to contribute to your success, by drawing from our own experiences

Contribution

✓ Assist in the move from Product-Market Fit to 
Value-Market Fit

✓ Hire for the 4 key roles (see previous page) and 
wider leadership team

✓ Give you access to our network of experienced 
operators in the Open Sources & DevTool field



Notion Network & Credits
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Notion Network and Credits37

Those with whom Notion holds a close relationship and who contributed to this Research

Name Company

Melissa Di Donato CEO at Suse

Micha Hernandez van Leuffen CEO at Fiberplane, ex-CEO at Wercker (acquired by Oracle)

Patrik Backman Partner at Open Ocean Capital, Co-Founder at MariaDB

Matthew Hodgson COO and Co-Founder at Element

Dominik Tobschall Principal at SpeedInvest, ex-Co-Founder at fruux

Max Eusterbrock Engineer at Deta.sh

Ari Helgason Principal at Index Ventures

Alexis Richardson CEO and Founder at Weaveworks

Christian Resch MD at Goldman Sachs Growth 

Pierre Burgy CEO and Founder at Strapi

Augusto Marietti Founder at Kong 
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